FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
admire, for the first time and with some alarm, his prowess in
eating—we had had to undertake to feed our guides in order
to persuade any Turkis to come with us. Tokta Ahun stuck
some cuts of wild ass meat against the iron bars of the stove
and they were only beginning to be grilled when he swallowed
them whole, without any chewing. It was in that yurt also
that I saw smokers putting little fragments of a greenish paste
into the bowls of their pipes. This was nasha, made with the
juice obtained by cutting stalks of hemp—hashish, in fact.*
Hecatomb and Preparations.
In my "canteen" box, which contained all our riches
(medicine chest, gramophone, and two typewriters which we
had brought specially in case we had to face the tedium of
prison), I packed supplies of food for ten days. I melted
down mutton fat, ground sugar, broke up a brick of tea—it
smelt like hay; I put in rice, tsamba, a box of cocoa, another
of jam, a packet of candles, a bottle of curry, another of
brandy, and some cloves of garlic. Everything was ready to
hand when the time for feasting should come. The canteen
box was a present given us by Mr. Keeble at Lanchow. It
still bore the name of a Yangtze missionary, but it played a
major role in our journey. Without it I should have been
nobody, for in it were all my resources as doctor, as
musical director, as cook. There were two keys, but
Peter had lost one of them long ago, so I alone had access to
all the riches it contained.
As the sportsmen at Issik Pakte were short of ammunition
we succeeded in exchanging twenty-two of the bullets which
could only be used for the big rifle, and were therefore no
good to us, for two wooden spoons. At Dzun a wooden spoon
was as valuable as a sheep. The acquisition of the new ones
was very important, for, all the others having been broken,
* In China it is called may an or bong; in India, sharrs.
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